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public relations
strategic planning

 brand identity
art and design
web content

consumer research
CSR reports

multimedia platforms
internet solutions

media buying
messaging

cause marketing
PR and publicity

media integration
sales tools

promotions
customer loyalty

studio production
copywriting

field marketing
packaging

point of purchase
trade shows

kiosks
displays

web games
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Prior to Earth Advertising, our team has worked on the world’s largest
brands, from McDonald’s to Toyota. A sampling of our green branding
case studies is found here. See http://www.earthadvertising.com
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A trusted voice in green business.

 Earth Advertising provides PR, brand strategy, e-media, advertising and

outreach to businesses and organizations that fit our criteria, including

municipalities and community initiatives.

We are recognized for our integrity and standards. Our campaigns have

won national awards in every category of advertising, pr, design and

multimedia. Our full-service eFlicks studio functions as a content provider

and production facility available to our clients which can produce

everything from graphics, animated art, streaming, news stories and

tradeshow booths in a timely and energy efficient manner.

The firm is a party neutral, green certified, equal opportunity Minority-

/Women-Owned Business Enterprise (M/WBE) in New York City

dedicated to  exercising the full potential of the budgets of our clients, in

today’s changing media climate. Green collar internships are granted to

qualified candidates to help grow the green economy.

A small sample of our case studies are presented here. We are active

members of the Manhattan Chamber of Commerce, Business Alliance for

Local Living Economies, Sustainable Business Network NYC (founding

member), United Nations Sustainability ngo, Eco-Forum, Green Leaders,

NY Solar Energy Society (founding members) and other organizations

that promote small business and a sustainable economy.

You can expect the best talent for the job, a fair price for services, clear

benchmarks and measurable results. By applying a mix of media, and

sound strategy, we are committed to the Earth Advertising Guarantee:

We guarantee the highest quality return on your investment.
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Consumer Powerline in Manhattan needed a way to let buildings
know they were sitting on a goldmine- negawatts. Earth
Advertising presented ideas on how to explain demand response
and other energy incentives to relieve the grid during peak hours.

CASE STUDY
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Demand Response: We wanted the buildings to grasp the idea
of an unused megawatt having a worth, especially when the
grid peaks. This chart was created to show the energy peaks 
In New York City in a year, peaking in February, July and August.

We picked up Amory Lovins’ term “negawatt” an unused megawatt.

The NYC Megawatt Challenge
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We also invited buildings who had
already saved money by simply
agreeing to an audit, submetering,
and committing to a powerdown if
the grid approached a brown out.

Earth created “negawatt” icons,
and invitations. (see Strategy
upon request) We always present
minimum of 3 options:

One solution we had was to invite
realtors, developers, property
managers and superintendents to
free breakfasts to learn about how
to capitalize on the NYSERDA
incentives.

A.
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B.
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C.
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Icon design study to denote “negawatts”
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CASE STUDY

FTL also developed and delivered a fold-up solar-powered
(pv) battery charger to the United States Army. They were
the first to use thin-film, flexible dye sensitive solar cells.

Earth Advertising provides on-site support, pr, and the
production of marketing and sales tools.

FTL Solar developed the world’s only flexible pv- powered
tensile structures in 2007. For this product start-up, Earth
Advertising worked on the corporate identity including
strategy, names, taglines, logo, descriptors, press releases,
videos,brochures, trade show materials, banners and
signage.

We represented the group to United Nations sectors, and
other venues, including the New York Solar Energy Society
of which we were founding members.
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FTL
Transportable
maintenance

enclosures

 30 years of tensile structures

FTL Solar was founded in 2006 by FTL Design
with 30 years of design experience and $3 billion in sales

FTL NASA
Inflatable

Lunar Habitat

FTL NASA
Advanced

Inflatable Airlock
Visualization

1995 “Under
The Sun” The

World’s First PV
Tent by FTL

Cooper Hewitt

National Design

Museum

Power Shade, the
first flexible PV

fabric military tent
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“Power to go”

Solar CarPark &
recharging station

US Army trade show
and other displays

Brochures and press
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Vineyard Unplugged
CASE STUDY

Biofuel, solar and wind

The island of Martha’s Vineyard is tethered to the
mainland by two electrical cables that deliver energy from
one of the dirtiest coal burning power plants in the
country, and the island’s transformers peak out regularly.
Meanwhile fuel deliveries by ship pose a hazard to a
fragile eco-system. Energy and fuel prices are high, on
an island where incomes are relatively low.

“Million Solar Roofs” offered incentives for solar hot water
and electricity, wind turbine projects were launched, local
fuel distributor Packer Fuel agreed to import 20/80
Biofuel and NEED provided educational tools for schools.

Martha Shaw of Earth Advertising, authored “Vineyard
Unplugged” a dozen articles in the MVTimes to inform
locals of new programs designed to reduce the island’s
dependency on mainland energy and foreign oil. The
column highlighted people who shared how easy it was to
“unplug” and placated fears that biodiesel would harm
vehicles or negate warranties.

Bumper stickers, events, contests and other promotions
spread the word, and built a pride in the community.
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The column by Martha Shaw celebrates the progress of
Martha's Vineyard as the island looks toward more energy
independence. Supported by US Department of Energy. See:

Biofuel tanks fuel local interest 08/28/06

The sun powers up Agricultural Hall 08/10/06

Island residents focus energy on reducing carbon

emissions 07/20/06 ･
Island kids do the math on energy efficiency and solar electricity

 06/22/06 

Living off the grid  04/27/06 ･
Solar collectors reduce the cost of hot water heating at

home 02/23/06 

It takes an island to change a light bulb 12/15/05 ･
A 10-year Energy Plan goes into action 10/27/05 ･
What you don't know about your cleaning products can hurt

you 10/06/05 

Water heaters. pools get free heat from the sun 8/25/05 

Evolved technology lets Islanders turn to sun for energy 7/14/05 

Island residents install solar panels to reduce pollution 2/24/05 

A free energy audit helps one family cut work hours 11/24/04

South Mountain Turbine is a start 10/21/04 

http://www.earthadvertising.com/EAvineyardarticles.html
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Biofuel Campaign: Convince the pump stations to carry it, and the
drivers to use it. Support pr with bumper stickers proudly displayed.
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CASE STUDY

One of the dirtiest industries in America, dry cleaning, is
wrought with green washing. The  market is cluttered with
false environmental claims such as ‘organic.” A PR and
marketing campaign was launched by Earth timed
simultaneously with a social networking campaign. The
company is getting lots of coverage, the perfect way to reach
conscious consumers. Please see a full list of our articles and
stories generated by Earth, which then generated the press:
http://www.earthadvertsing.com/press

In addition, the creative caught the eye of editorial writers and
magazines alike who offered to run the ads for free.
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Earth is proud to be the agency of Green Apple Cleaners, and
our success in getting them coverage and media appearances.

“Gossip Girl 
Second Life”)
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Eco-fashion

America's
Best
Cleaners

Green
Dry
Clean
Only

New York-

Presbyterian

Hospital

PLANYC

Building relationships with clothing lines helped
to launch a Green Dry Clean Only hang tags
letting customers know about the damage that
what harsh detergents can do to the fibers, and 
all living things.
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CSR Wire
In addition to having 54
syndicated media partners
(see the CSR Wire
Distribution email sent to you
when the release went out),
CSR Wire is visited by over
100,000 unique visitors per
month. They also have over
17,000 subscribers who have
elected to receive their news
alerts.!Among these
subscribers are journalists
and media contacts from

EARTH-ADV Wire
This includes emails to all contacts of Earth Adv, including mailing lists
to all editors, community, personalities, reporters, managers, business
leaders, media voices, thought leaders, government officials, New
York leading organizations, retailers, colleagues, membership groups,
customers and clubs.

major papers across
the country as well as other
mainstream media- such as:
NY Times, LA Times,
Washington Post, Boston
Harold, Wall Street Journal, NY
Post, NY Sun, Aware
Magazine, Seattle times, Sun
Times, Dow Jones, Forbes,
Financial Times, Christian
Science Monitor, Reuters,
Bloomberg, Barrons more.

Earth has strategic relationships with newswire services, and
our own newswire, that maximizes interest and exposure.

We reach almost 8,000 contacts within our own distribution:
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The news we generate, generates news. When our clients make
the headlines, it makes our day.
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CASE STUDY

• New logo and icons

• Print ads

– Bus shelters

– Subway ads

– Door hangers

– Time Out NY ads

– Newspaper ads

– College campuses

• Web

– Streaming media

– eFlicks

– Banner ads

• Press

Zipcar ads were developed for The Village Voice, Manhattan Metro, Boston
Metro newspapers; bus shelters, subways posters and sandwich boards to
tell people that Zipcars were within walking distance. The goal was to
increase membership in Boston, New York, and Washington DC. The Press
picked up on the theme. News coverage stretched the media dollars to the
max
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Drive in the happy lane…

See: Zipcars running around the New York Times home page, directing the
readers to anonymously type in their zip codes to find Zipcars in their
neighborhood. This helped  them to understand Zipcar which was a brand new
concept in transportation. http://www.earthadvertising.com/EAzipflicks1.html
http://www.earthadvertising.com/samples/zipcar/zip02_728x90.swf
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From ads in Time Out, college door hangers, subways, metro
stations to funny green cars zipping around the NY Times home
page, the press picked up the campaign and ran with it.

Zipcar. The car for people who don"t want one.
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CASE STUDY

• Studio production

• Celebrity tie-in

• Field marketing

• Drive traffic to website

• Online community building

• E-Media

• Radio, TV, Magazine,
Newspaper, Trade, Outdoor

• Media Planning

• Internal communications

• letters

• Mailings

• Events

• National campaign roll-out

• Staffing

• Contests

• Printing and production

•    Branding

•    Taglines, logos

•    New product design

•    Packaging

•    Trade booths

•    Website

•    E-coupons

•    Online chats

•    X-promotion

•    Banner ads

•    Trucks

•    Earth Action

•    Press releases and

•    Press interviews

•    Lid campaign

•    Earth-friendly partners

•    Coupons, FSI

14 years of service during growth from $10 million to
$100 million, to year 2004 when company sold
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Ads won industry awards and accolades
In media, from PRINT magazine and ADWEEK 
to The New York Times and Crains.
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CASE STUDY

• Branding

• Tagline and logo

• Press

• Print and web ads

– Mass market

– Trade

• Event project management

– Live

– Webcast

• Web

– Auction

– Games and contests

– Shopping

– eFlicks

The Computer Bowl pits Silicon Valley and MIT
luminaries against each other in a game of trivial pursuit.
Initially on TV, we helped to take the competition online
with the Boston Museum of Science.
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CASE STUDY

• Launch of non-toxic
cleaning products

• Tagline ”It won’t hurt you
to try it”

• Branding

• Events

• Print ads

• Coupons

• Packaging

• Radio promotion with
Ben & Jerry

• Press
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CASE STUDY

• Streaming media
– eFlick: encourage

investment with a
conscience

– The spot was a trailer
that drove home the
consequences of
investing without
direction and point out
the strength that green
investing is gaining in
the market.

– Press was recycled to
reach a wider target
audience.
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The spot dramatically showed that by haphazardly
picking stocks, we can unknowingly support
companies that act in contradiction to our values,
and destroy the very world we leave to our heirs.
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• When Christopher Swain swam the entire length of the
Hudson River into Manhattan, we created an eFlick for the
press with 10 things everybody can do for clean water.

• The eFlick ran on the Organic Valley website with links
from other green businesses and ngo’s. Earth Advertising
raced the B-roll to NYC stations  and the story ran on the

• 6:00 pm news.

• Organic Valley is the largest co-op of family farmers in
America.

CASE STUDY
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http://www.earthadvertising.com/samples/organicvalleypiano.mov
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• Strategy and planning

• Project name and identity

• Sourcing

• Graphics

• Pre-production

• Logistics and locations

• Filming

• Transcriptions

• Editing

• Streaming

• Archiving

• Posting

• Public relations

          In Spring 2009, Earth Advertising produced a web series that
featured the founders of social-mission businesses who sold their
companies to multinational corporations. Filming took place at a
gathering at the Aspen Institute and on location in Boulder and New
York City.

       Whether for wider distribution, investor return, or as an exit
strategy, mergers are tricky when a cause is at stake. These
entrepreneurs shared lessons learned about how to maintain a
company’s triple bottom line when negotiating a merger.

“Selling Without Selling Out”
web series

CASE STUDY

Entrepreneurs talk

about the challenges

of mergers (photo:

Gary Hirshberg, CEO

Stonyfield Farm)
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Dean Foods

Unilever

Gary Hirshberg

Greg Steltenpohl

Frederick Schilling

Seth Goldman

Board of Directors

Steve Demos

Brian Johnson

“Selling Without Selling Out” 
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TI Trusteeship Institute  

“Selling Without Selling Out” sponsors:

Terry Mollner, Suzanne Biegel, 

Nancy Brown, Wayne Silby, John Guffey, Rustum Roy
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For more samples, please contact us:
Info@earthadvertising.com

(212) 933-1391
http://www.earthadvertising.com

We are wind-powered, carbon neutral and use environmentally
responsible materials and practices. Thank you for pulling out the

comb binding and recycling this brochure, or kindly return to:

Earth Advertising, 44 E 32nd St, 3rd Floor, NY NY 10016




